Quantitative computed tomography texture analyses for anterior mediastinal masses: Differentiation between solid masses and cysts.
To investigate whether solid anterior mediastinal masses could be differentiated from cysts using quantitative computed tomography (CT) texture analyses in unenhanced CT (UECT) or contrast enhanced CT (CECT). This clinical retrospective study included 76 UECT images (40 men and 36 women, 28 cystic (mean diameter, 29.5 mm) and 48 solid (mean diameter, 48.2 mm)) and 84 CECT images (45 men and 39 women, 26 cystic (mean diameter, 31.4 mm) and 58 solid (mean diameter, 51.4 mm)) of anterior mediastinal masses, which were diagnosed histopathologically or using imaging criteria. Polygonal regions of interest were placed on these masses. CT histogram analyses for images of masses with or without filtration (Laplacian of Gaussian filters with various spatial scaling factors) were performed. DeLong's test was performed to compare areas under the curve (AUC) with receiver operating characteristic analyses. From logistic regression analyses with a stepwise procedure, a combination of the mean in unfiltered images (mean0; i.e., CT attenuation) and mean in filtered images featuring coarse texture for UECT (AUC = 0.869) and the combination of mean0 and entropy in filtered images featuring fine texture for CECT (AUC = 0.997) were found to predict better the internal characteristics of anterior mediastinal masses. In UECT and CECT, diagnostic performance using these combinations tended to be high compared to mean0 alone (AUC = 0.780 [p = 0.033] and AUC = 0.983 [p = 0.130], respectively). Solid anterior mediastinal masses can be differentiated from cysts using quantitative CT texture analyses with moderate and high diagnostic performance in UECT and CECT, respectively.